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Stellingen 

behorende tot het proefschrift

Vision, pigments and structural colouration of butterflies

verdedigd door Primož Pirih op 28 maart 2011

i. Evolution does not use the principle of  defensive design.  
Consequently, sensory systems are not idiot-proof  (Chapter 2).

ii. Many butterflies use red sunglasses to see better in the green (Chapters 3, 4).

iii. The same colouration can be used to flash someone far away and to impress everyone 
close by (Chapters 5, 7).

iv. In experimental optics, it is mostly about projecting a beam through a series of  holes 
(Chapters 2, 3, 6, 7).

v. The world can be visualized by senses other than vision (Chapter 8).

vi. Acting as an idiot is a way to obtain information (Chapter 2).

vii. It takes at least two photons to proclaim them as incoherent. 

viii. Wrong statements have a pedagogical value. 

ix. One of  the biggest assets of  humanity are books. One of  the the biggest flaws of  
humans is to follow the books literally.

x. The line formed by the rivers Rhine and Danube marks the transition from cuisine to 
alimentation.

xi. The flow of  a project depends on how the subordinate manages the superior.
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xii. Most women and graphs benefit from wearing make-up. It helps to create initial impact 
and hides flaws and lack of  content.

xiii. Boring men and data do not appear more exciting after a work-out. 

xiv. In purely economical terms, and without negative political intentions, the Ubbo Emmius 
scholarship programme of  the University of  Groningen contains elements of  both 
dumping and social dumping. 

xv. An EU-wide work permit for non-EU citizens, stripped of  the hurdles imposed by the 
nation states, and a transparent EU-wide academic pension scheme would make 
European science more competitive and the EU more sustainable. 

xvi. Democracy is being ruled by Δείμος instead of  δήμος.

xvii. In parliaments, males and graduates of  “political science” are usually over-represented. A 
quota for scientists and engineers would have an even bigger positive effect on consistent 
policy making than a female quota. 

xviii. Social “science” will make a small step towards science when it stops ignoring the 
consequences of  the fact that the human brain has not yet been de-adapted from the life 
in the savanna.

xix. Scientists must defend evolution from the offences of  religious fundamentalists, even at 
the danger of  becoming fundamentalists themselves. 

xx. Defence may be offensive.


